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Abstract

Contemporary critical theories have distinguished sport as a site through which issues on social capital, or rather a deficit of social capital, must be considered today, along with local cultural practices within their socio-historical specificity. Cooperation between the European Commission (EC) and Sport Governing Bodies (SGBs) cannot be fruitful if SGBs continue their non-inclusive practices of social exclusion in their organizational structures, such as the under-representation of women in competitive sports and in decision-making capacities (the leaky pipeline and the glass ceiling). Indeed the European Commission has been promoting, through multi-dimensional and proactive strategies, gender-inclusive policies, gender mainstreaming, including the promotion of interdisciplinary international research on the gender subject, addressing critical issues concerning gender identity, the under-representation of women and non-mainstream groups. Developments in new technologies of mass communication have created unprecedented global audiences for Mega sports events. The positive social impact of these events, such as the social construction and redefinition of identity based on ethnic, racial and gender equity and equality, the influx of corporate sponsorships as an important source of income for host cities and international organizations, has been overestimated. The politics of sport do not ultimately deliver the social benefits they proclaim. For example, women in European sport comprise a restricted minority: in competitive sports, in SGB’s, in research, as role models and as mentors. In order to eventually eliminate the deficit in social capital generated by SGBs, international and inter-cultural interdisciplinary dialogue on sport and social capital in the European Union is absolutely critical. Additionally, the social sciences and the humanities are vital for understanding social change and informing policy-making, as well as providing input on social, economic and political dimensions.
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In the first part of our ongoing study presented earlier on “Social Capital Dimensions and Civil Society: inclusive vs. exclusive Social Capital in Sport Governance” (Patsantaras & Kamberidou 2006)—at the 2.00 o’clock session entitled Social Responsibility: towards a new model in sport governance?—we examined theories on social capital from the 19th century until the beginning of the 21st century. We discussed the various ambiguous definitions pertaining to social capital, distinctions between bonding social capital and bridging social capital, namely, the inclusive vs. exclusionary social capital in sports such as building elite social capital, which entails gender exclusion, as well as the activities and contributions of volunteer and non profit organizations such as Peace Games, to the concept of social capital.

In the framework of our ongoing study, which is not funded by any Greek or international organization, we have so far assessed that the concept of social capital in sports, at least in Greece, is underdeveloped and has a dark side, namely it is used according to personal interests or personal political or self-serving agendas.

Consequently, social capital in sport is not a producer of social cohesion. Instead of promoting the promulgated values and ideals of sports, the social capital of sports is used and exploited by individuals who attain positions of power/authority in SGBs, not to promote social capital and sport values, but to attain power, status and financial benefits, specifically the means to use the social capital of sports in a variety of self serving ways (dark side), reinforcing social exclusion, rather than promoting promulgated Olympic values. For instance, no sport federation in Greece has a woman president, with the exception of one, the Water ski federation. However one need point out that this is not an Olympic sport.

In reference to this dark side or deficit of social capital in sports, although our study is still ongoing, it is quite clear that in the case of sports governance, women in the SGB hierarchies are clearly absent in Greece. The male dominated so-called bridging social capital has reinforced egocentric bonding, exclusive identities, homogeneous groups, social divides, discrimination, gender classifications, and capitalization, (Putnam 2000: 22-23), that is to say, the inclusive vs. exclusionary or rather dark concept of social capital (Patsantaras & Kamberidou 2006). The leaky pipeline and the glass ceiling in SGBs as well as in competitive sports continues, not
to mention the negative impact of commercialization pertaining to the gender factor. Undeniably, the relationship between social capital and sport remains underdeveloped.

The glass ceiling effect due to the biological gender (sex) as an analytical category remains actively visible, not only in Greece, but around the world. For instance, the institutional realities of the International Olympic Committee (IOC), where the proportional representation of women is in the proximity of absenteeism or invisibility. We need point out here that the IOC’s institutional hierarchy, until 1981, was exclusively male. From a total of 93 members in 1993, only 7 were women (7,5%). Today, women in the IOC comprise a restricted minority. From a total of the 116 members only 12 are women (10,3%), a violation or rather contempt of the Olympic Charter, according to which: “The IOC strongly encourages, by appropriate means, the promotion of women in sport at all levels and in all structures, particularly in the executive bodies of national and international sports organizations with a view to the strict application of the principle of equality of men and women”.3

Additionally, despite the comparatively accelerated integration of women in Olympic competitive sports, due to the elimination of formal obstacles and established socio-cultural prohibitions,4 women athletes are still under-represented in comparison to men in competitive sports. Women are still under-represented in competitive sports in comparison to their male counterparts, and this, not only because of the socio-cultural causes associated with the chronological delay in eliminating barriers to inclusion, but also due to the particularly high levels of commercialization which originally had obstructed women’s inclusion and integration into Olympic sports. For example, in the 1996 Olympic Games of Atlanta, in which a total of 10,305 male and female athletes from 197 member-countries of the Olympic movement participated, only 3,496 were women. In Sidney in the year 2000, the percentage of female athletes was 38,2%. In the Athens 2004 Olympic Games, from a total of 11.099 athletes from 202 countries, only 40,7% were women, however this is the largest participation record yet5.
This too constitutes a clear contradiction between the social reality of the IOC and its institutional declarations, raising many questions and arguments concerning gender equity and equal opportunity in the framework of the Olympic movement. Furthermore, it raises questions related to recent discussions and policies of the European Commission concerning gender mainstreaming, which includes the promotion of international research on the gender subject, and the elimination of the glass ceiling and leaky pipeline.

**Institutionalized Social Exclusion: the social gender and sport identity**

In this transitional stage of the postmodernist period, institutionalized social discrimination or gender exclusion— supported and enforced by rules and regulations— is anachronistic, socially problematic, contradictory, deficient and theoretically inconsistent. Nevertheless, gender dichotomy in competitive sports, as opposed to other social spaces (politics, science, the economy, technology) is enforced in the name of gender equity and gender equality and continues to be an ‘unavoidable’, conventional, standard and typical practice, enforce by rules and regulations. The biological gender, as an analytical category, is also dynamically present—not only in competitive sports but also in SGBs, in the pyramidal hierarchies of decision-making sport bodies, organizations, federations, clubs, etc.

The under-representation of women in Olympic sports is no longer an issue or a problem of supply or lack of supply— namely the reserve of female athletes in competitive sports and that of women in the sport-governing bodies. It is the problem of the leaky pipeline and the glass ceiling, specifically how we can change attitudes and social stereotypes and keep women in this social space once they are in, thereby eliminating the leaky pipeline, and secondly how to break the glass ceiling and promote women’s inclusion, advancement and agency in SGBs. In other words, how their socialization process once in the field of sports or in positions of authority can be promoted, retained and reproduced.

---


2 Ibid.
Mass Media and Mega sports events: highlighting gender difference and gendered Olympic cultures

Extensive discussions in the sport sciences highlighting gender differences, the mass media’s emphasis on gender difference, a result of the historically so-called, biological difference or anachronistic biologicist theories originally interpreted as the inferiority of women to men, among other things, have played an important role in the gender codification of Olympic sports, thereby reproducing gender division. In other words, preserving and safeguarding the institutional and structural gendered classification in Olympic sports, thereby creating conditions for the multi-variant hierarchical evaluations of men’s and women’s performances. As a result, gender dichotomy-division in Olympic sports— consolidated in the name of gender equity and gender equality encourages and reproduces the under-representation of women in the Olympic institutions, in SGBs, etc.3

In the social space of Olympic sports, two social capital cultures or categories have been created—the male-masculine culture and the female-feminine culture. Unquestionably, the male-masculine culture reigns at the top of the pyramidal hierarchy of this social space in which semantic prototypes, models, role-models, cultural icons and sports idols are established and promoted for the staging of gender, namely, the construction of gender identity, among other things. This establishes social distinctions, social discrimination and social inequalities for female athletes, such as the under-representation of women.

Additionally, gender exclusion/discrimination is clearly observed in the mass media7 as well. When female athletes adopt male body characteristics as a result of intensive training or doping,8 along with so-called masculine attitudes and verbal expressions, they are labeled and depicted in the media as “mannish”, “macho” or “monsters”9 etc.

Evidently, the same applies to male athletes who adopt the so-called female-feminine characteristics due to the composition of their sport. However, although such
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characterizations do not eliminate the biological basis of gender dichotomy (segregation), they do open the road to gender fluidity in Olympic sports—a fluidity which may in time eliminate its adrocentric character.\(^4\) The gender difference assigned to men’s and women’s Olympic sports have created discriminatory hierarchical evaluations in many social sectors, such as the extensive promotion and coverage in the mass media of men’s competitions, as well as male athletes, their sport performances and athletic roles, in contrast to the comparative invisibility, limited coverage or absenteeism in the media of female athletes and women’s sports or competitions—with the exception of the minority of the commercialized female athletes who are portrayed in the mass media as sex-symbols and not for their athletic achievements or sport identity.\(^{10}\)

A noteworthy example of the under-representation of female athletes and women’s competitions is revealed in the study commissioned by the Amateur Athletic Foundation of Los Angeles (AAF). According to the AAF press release from Los Angeles, dated July 20, 2005: “In the last five years the television coverage of women's sports has declined. In fact, the percentage of stories and airtime devoted to women's sports on local news programs is now as low as it was 15 years ago”.

A study commissioned by the AAF, ‘Gender in Televised Sports: News and Highlights Shows, 1989 – 2004’, indicates that women's sports received only 6.3% of the air time in 2004 compared to 1999, when 8.7% of the airtime was devoted to women's sports. In 1989 and 1993, women's sports received 5%, and 5.1% of the coverage, respectively. AAF President Anita L. DeFrantz, commenting on the findings, said: “The continued paucity of women's stories occurs against the backdrop of significant growth of girls' and women's sports nationally and internationally, a development that is simply ignored by television sports news. The wilful neglect of women's sports is an abdication of journalistic responsibility and has the effect of diminishing the significance of women's sport and hindering its further growth. This inequity is unfair. It is wrong. It can be changed and it must be changed.”\(^{11}\)

The study\(^{12}\) included an examination of three two-week segments (a total of six weeks) of televised sports news coverage on each of three local (Los Angeles) network affiliates (KNBC, KCBS, and KABC). The study’s major findings reveal: 1)
Women’s sports were underreported in the six weeks of early evening and late-night television sports news on three network affiliates. 2) Men's sports received 91.4% of the airtime, women's sports 6.3%, and gender neutral topics 2.4%. 3) The 1993 study found that there was almost no network affiliate news coverage of women's sports on weekdays. 4) The 2004 study found less frequent trivialization and humorous sexualization of women then previous studies. 5) Coverage of women's sports was less varied than men's (42.4% of all women's sports stories in the sample were on professional tennis). 6) 94.4% of the sports news and highlights anchor people were men. 7) No women anchors appeared on any of the three network affiliate news shows. And no women of color news anchors or ancillary reporters appeared in any of the reports in the sample.13

Gendered Social Capital: Genetic Personification in Olympic Sports

Sport Identity has been associated with various socio-cultural meanings since the appearance of Olympic sports in the 19th century when women— and not only women—were excluded from most sectors of public life, and not only from the Olympic games. Olympic sports were non-inclusive even to certain categories of men. For instance, in regard to difference and consequently disrespect for ethnic diversity, Olympic sports, had excluded men from the so-called Third world countries from its institutional positions.14

Moreover, the biological body in Olympic sports, through which gender identity and subsequently sport identity is defined, is a social reality attached to a network of specific symbols, interpretations and ideologies.15 Undeniably, there are arguments according to which the human body is not a product of linguistic interpretations and discussions. Certainly this may apply to certain biological parameters, genetic characteristics related to performance—records in specific Olympic sports. Nevertheless, the historical context of the Olympic phenomenon has shown us, through many examples and models, that anachronistic biologistic knowledge or biological ‘facts’ have been accordingly integrated and incorporated into cultural influences, social structures and structural thinking, thereby formulating social views,
attitudes and stereotypes concerning capabilities, capacities or performance in relation to biological gender.

Today, even though women do participate in Olympic activity, Olympic sports are still not perceived nor institutionally structured as gender-neutral or gender-inclusive. Gender classification/dichotomy (segregation), a socio-symbolic class system, is clearly institutionalized as a structural category in Olympic sports, in contrast to other social spaces (eg. economy, technology, medicine). In other words, identity continues to be genetically personified in the Olympic culture. To reiterate, it is supported and enforced by rules and regulations, and as result specialized social expectations and sport identities are constructed and highlighted according to difference. That is to say, in relation to the specific value system and the meanings associated with difference in the Olympic sports phenomenon, in accordance with various socio-cultural scales and not only in accordance men’s and women’s actual sport performances.

Corporeality, the human body is examined and perceived, as a simple, one-sided and static biological-anatomical unit or entity, instead of a totality of cultural representations and documentations. The gendered structural distinctions, conceive the body as an biological entity, specifically as a means, an instrument or a tool for high performance. The structural emphasis given to the biological difference between, as a central category of the institutional composition in Olympic sports, leads to bipolarity in the competitive-sport expression. This bipolarity has implied, since the beginning, that Olympic sports emphasize genetic characteristics and are genetically personified—namely not interested if the participating gender subject “has a female or a male body”, but that “it is a female or male body”. 16 As a result, the human body is instrumentalized, transformed into a tool, and rationalized in a different way in accordance to biological stereotyping.

In other words, the social capital of sports, regardless of gender— whether a male athlete or a female athlete— is ‘measured’ only and exclusively in its biological dimension, and continues to appear as a physio-organic entity, a material entity, namely a means to an end, an instrument, for attaining high or maximal performance records (victory) at all costs, including the changes and transformations of the body due to the sports training processes, such as the changes incited by intensive training, doping, genetic doping, etc. Neglected have been the consequences and impact of
these changes on established views concerning gender identity, such as the multifaceted and multi-variable transformation process of sport identities.

The Social Gender: Identity, a bio-socio-cultural interpretation

Until the 1970s social scientists studied only class and race as primary factors of social status and identity. Today, in regard to the foundations of identity, gender has been incorporated into race and class. Gender is the axis around which identity is constructed, namely it is the axis around which social life is organized and through which we understand our experiences. However, we continue to act as if gender is related only to women. One must point out that men also have a gender and, as women are subject to social inequalities and exclusions.17

Discussions on the gender subject, gender identity and corporeality18 are no longer based exclusively on the biological gender (sex), but on the social gender which formulates, defines and redefines identity according to historical, bio-socio-cultural interpretations. In the new theoretical framework, gender identity, corporeality, the body and gender’ are being rediscovered and are under reconstruction, in other words viewed as linguistic conceptions, socio-historical manifestations, transformable meanings and evolving elements of change. Specifically, gender is activated, deactivated or neutralized, according to time and space: socio-political developments, predominant social conditions and circumstances that transform the meaning of biological difference in society. The body, corporeality through which gender identity is defined, represented and reflected, is a social reality attached to a network of specific symbols, interpretations and ideologies.

In today’s postmodernist reality, gender is being transformed from a static biological perception into a dynamic social category, thereby affecting and changing identity, gender relations and the expectations of the social environment. In this theoretical framework the biological gender is losing its primacy as an analytical category in most social spaces.19 For instance, there is no regulated gender classification or segregation, imposed by rules and regulations, in Information Society, in Science and Technology, in the Economy or in the political arena, namely
gender is *deactivated* or *neutralized* in these social spaces, as an analytical category as opposed to the gender impact factor in *sports* or in the armed forces.

**Sex and Gender**

Feminist theories based on *difference* fell under question in the late 1980s and early 1990s, creating an open space for discussions on gender. By the mid 1990s debates and discourse concerning the terms gender vs. sex, identity, corporeality, femininities, masculinities, ‘female masculinity’ and male femininity’ incisively questioned the concept of difference. A change of the example or the Model, was observed during this period. A new theory, a new concept on gender and gender identity was established. For example, the term gender equality replaced equality of the sexes, and the term *sex* is now associated primarily with the biological gender as an analytical category. It defines only the biological differences between men and women: chromosomes, chemistry and anatomy. Conversely, the term *gender* is associated with the *social gender* which formulates and constructs identity: gender identity, ethnic identity, sport identity, etc.

The meaning of gender today refers to the social subject, without taking into account the biological gender (*sex*) as an element of social categorization, classification or codification. Both men and women have genders and are defined as gender subjects— a meaning and a concept that attempts to neutralize or deactivate the focus on difference in favour of *diversity* and *respect for diversity*, equal opportunities, etc. Consequently, the gender subject, whether male or female, in this analytical framework, is defined as a conveyor of *identities*, namely a *conveyor of social functions, positions, professions or disciplines*. This does not however mean that the biological gender (*sex*) has been eliminated or will no longer exist as a social category. This does not mean that the gender subject has become genderless or has been ‘castrated’. It signifies, however, that the biological factor, as an analytical category that leads to discrimination, is less and less interrelated to traditional views, perceptions, attitudes and stereotypes concerning identity, masculinity and femininity.
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It offers a form of ‘gender-neutrality’ or gender-inclusive perspectives and attitudes in all social spheres. Gender is not disappearing in modern social reality, but it is being transformed from a static biological perception into a dynamic and evolving social category, the meaning of which is changing and as a result affecting and changing gender identities, and subsequently the expectations and attitudes of the social environment.

The analysis of gender refers to the meanings, the importance, the ideologies, the socio-political ideas that are attached to difference in a specific culture, society or civilization, according to which—depending on which society or culture—biological difference is either activated, actively present, or it is deactivated or neutralized in accordance to the prevailing social processes and developments.22

Gender identity, for example, differs according to space and time—namely what it means to be a man or a woman, in a specific society or a particular culture, or during a specific historical period. Gender identity, masculinities and femininities, are bio-socio-cultural interpretations, conceptions and meaning that are manufactured and transformable. Gender identity is constructed, structured, restructured and redefined in relation to time and topos (space/socio-cultural environment). Unquestionably, differences between men and women cannot be examined in general, in other words on a grande or global scale. The women of the world do not comprise one collective entity and neither do the men! There are many differences amongst women who live in the same society and culture, as there are amongst men: socio-economic class, race, color, nationality, religion, sexual orientation, physical disabilities, sexual orientation, age, etc.

Biological determinism and differential socialization, the two schools or theories that dominate, share two fundamental hypotheses. They distinguish men and women as different. They emphasize or highlight gender differences, thereby ignoring commonalities, sameness as well as multiple identities. In concentrating on difference and social differentiation, in assuming that the differences between men and women are greater and more decisive factors that are worth studying and analyzing, commonalities and sameness have been ignored.23 Women and men alike have multiple identities. They are conveyors of multiple roles. They have multiple masculinities and multiple femininities. We belong to many categories and have many
roles-identities beyond our biological sex: parents, spouses, professionals, employees, workers, teachers, doctors, lawyers, athletes, etc.

In conclusion, gender is about how and when focusing of difference promotes social exclusion, in other words, when social differentiation becomes disadvantageous or an obstacle to equal opportunities and participation in social life for the individual, for underprivileged social groups, for non-mainstream groups and social spaces. Consequently, gender categorization/classification is a product of social inequalities and exclusions and not the reverse. In other words, concentrating only on difference promotes inequalities and social exclusions, whereas focusing or celebrating diversity advocates not only tolerance but also trust, respect, acknowledgment, appreciation or respect of the other, respect for our social capital.

**Concluding remarks**

In the framework of postmodern Olympic social reality sport social capital, sport identity, including perceptions concerning the human body and corporeality are in the stage of development, in the process of being schematized and post-schematized, namely in the process of transformation, change, namely being reshaped, reconstructed and redefined in accordance to views related to socio-cultural and scientific developments.

Corporeality and sport identity, for both genders, must be examined, not only as a biological entity in a medical or sports science framework, but also on a sociological, anthropological, philosophical and psychological basis. In this age of cyborgs, plastic bodies, ‘genetic doping’, virtual reality technologies, commercialization and increasing state interventions, new agendas are needed. We need to integrate gender, among other things, into the picture: to rethink and re-evaluation gender categories, relations and interrelations between sport, the body, nature, gender, sexuality, race, class, science, power, subjectivity, domination, opposition as well as difference vs. diversity. In view of the new technologies of power new questions need to be raised, especially those related to resistance strategies and opposition politics.
Recommendations:

In order to eventually eliminate social exclusion—the leaky pipeline and the glass ceiling—and make effective use of our social capital in sports, Olympic sports, along with participation in SGBs must be made more gender-inclusive. This could be discussed on an interdisciplinary level, including social, economic and political levels. We need theoretical approaches which contribute to the understanding of social capital, beyond discriminatory anachronistic biological theories and outdated conceptions, especially in view of the European Commission’s 7th framework, namely gender-inclusive policies, gender mainstreaming, the promotion of international research on the gender subject in the social sciences and in the humanities.25 Specifically, in order to formulate and propose multi-dimensional and proactive strategies, required is the establishment of an international, interdisciplinary, inter-cultural network of researchers (sport sciences, sport studies, the social sciences, the humanities, gender studies, etc.) so as to:

1. Addresses critical exclusionary practices pertaining to the concept of social capital, and in particular the gender factor, namely gender identity and the under-representation of women and non-mainstream groups in SGBs.

2. Establish on what levels, and under what pre-conditions can theories or theoretical approaches on social capital be used as an analytical tool for the examination and understanding of the multi-variable, multifaceted and complex transformation processes of gender identity, and consequently sport identity.

3. Promote effective education strategies that transform social stereotypes before they take root, as in the example of the Peace Games holistic academic model (www.peacegames.org), to be incorporated through pilot projects into the EU public school systems

4. Examine the interrelations between sport performance, the gender subject, the socio-cultural environment and corporeality, including the male/female body aesthetic.
5. Study the social effects and impact of intensive and prolonged specialized training, and not only: the changes and transformations of the body/corporeality due to intensive training, doping, genetic doping, etc, and consequently, the impact of these changes on established social views, attitudes and expectations concerning gender identity and consequently the construction of sport identity.
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